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Interdisciplinary inquiry has become more pervasive in recent decades, yet we still know little about the conduct of this
type of research or the information problems associated with it. This book is one of few empirical studies of
interdisciplinary knowledge practices. It examines how interdisciplinary scientists discover and exchange information and
knowledge, highlighting how the boundaries between disciplines affect how information is used and how knowledge is
constructed. It is written for scholars and practitioners with an interest in developing information systems and research
environments to foster innovative scientific work. Target groups include researchers in information science, science
studies, communication, as well as research administrators and information professionals.
This text offers students on the dynamic and diverse field of computer science. [In the text, the authors] provide [an]
overview of the many aspects of the discipline from a generic view point. Separate program language chapters are
available as bundle items for those instructors who would like to explore a particular programming language with their
students. The many layers of computing are thoroughly explained beginning with the information layer, working through
the hardware, programming, operating systems, application, and communication layers, and ending with a discussion on
the limitations of computing. [It is] for introductory computing and computer science courses. [It is also for] computer
science majors with a solid foundation for further study, and offers non majors a comprehensive and complete
introduction to computing.
This guide offers students an overview of computer science principles, and provides a solid foundation for those
continuing their study in this dynamic and exciting discipline. New features of this edition include: a chapter on computer
security providing readers with the latest information on preventing unauthorized access; types of malware and anti-virus
software; protecting online information, including data collection issues with Facebook, Google, etc.; security issues with
mobile and portable devices; a new section on cloud computing offering readers an overview of the latest way in which
businesses and users interact with computers and mobile devices; a rewritten section on social networks including new
data on Google+ and Facebook; updates to include HTML5; revised and updated Did You Know callouts are included in
the chapter margins; revisions of recommendations by the ACM dealing with computer ethic issues. -In the first part, this book analyzes the knowledge discovery process in order to understand the relations between
knowledge discovery steps and focusing. The part devoted to the development of focusing solutions opens with an
analysis of the state of the art, then introduces the relevant techniques, and finally culminates in implementing a unified
approach as a generic sampling algorithm, which is then integrated into a commercial data mining system. The last part
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evaluates specific focusing solutions in various application domains. The book provides various appendicies enhancing
easy accessibility. The book presents a comprehensive introduction to focusing in the context of data mining and
knowledge discovery. It is written for researchers and advanced students, as well as for professionals applying data
mining and knowledge discovery techniques in practice.
This text is the product of several years' effort to develop a course to fill a specific educational gap. It is our belief that
computer science students should know how a computer works, particularly in light of rapidly changing tech nologies.
The text was designed for computer science students who have a calculus background but have not necessarily taken
prior physics courses. However, it is clearly not limited to these students. Anyone who has had first-year physics can start
with Chapter 17. This includes all science and engineering students who would like a survey course of the ideas,
theories, and experiments that made our modern electronics age possible. This textbook is meant to be used in a twosemester sequence. Chapters 1 through 16 can be covered during the first semester, and Chapters 17 through 28 in the
second semester. At Queens College, where preliminary drafts have been used, the material is presented in three lecture
periods (50 minutes each) and one recitation period per week, 15 weeks per semester. The lecture and recitation are
complemented by a two-hour laboratory period per week for the first semester and a two-hour laboratory period biweekly
for the second semester.
Over 125,000 entries cover 124 scientific and technological fields, including acoustical engineering, cartography graphic arts,
microbiology, organic chemistry, radiology, and zoology
The safety of vehicle traffic depends on how well automotive lighting supports the visual perception of the driver. This book
explains the fundamentals of visual perception, like e.g. physiology of eye and brain, as well as those of automotive lighting
technology, like e.g. design of headlamps and signal lights. It is an interdisciplinary approach to a rapidly evolving field of science
and technology written by a team of authors who are experts in their fields.
Revised and updated with the latest information in the field, the Fourth Edition of Computer Science Illuminated continues to
engage and enlighten students on the fundamental concepts and diverse capabilities of computing. Written by two of today’s most
respected computer science educators, Nell Dale and John Lewis, the text provides a broad overview of the many aspects of the
discipline from a generic view point. Separate program language chapters are available as bundle items for those instructors who
would like to explore a particular programming language with their students. The many layers of computing are thoroughly
explained beginning with the information layer, working through the hardware, programming, operating systems, application, and
communication layers, and ending with a discussion on the limitations of computing. Perfect for introductory computing and
computer science courses, the fourth edition's thorough presentation of computing systems provides computer science majors with
a solid foundation for further study, and offers non-majors a comprehensive and complete introduction to computing.
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Computer scientist Moshe Sipper takes readers on a thrilling journey to the terra nova of computing to provide a compelling look at
cutting-edge computers, robots, and machines now and in the decades ahead.
Effective science teaching requires creativity, imagination, and innovation. In light of concerns about American science literacy,
scientists and educators have struggled to teach this discipline more effectively. Science Teaching Reconsidered provides
undergraduate science educators with a path to understanding students, accommodating their individual differences, and helping
them grasp the methods--and the wonder--of science. What impact does teaching style have? How do I plan a course curriculum?
How do I make lectures, classes, and laboratories more effective? How can I tell what students are thinking? Why don't they
understand? This handbook provides productive approaches to these and other questions. Written by scientists who are also
educators, the handbook offers suggestions for having a greater impact in the classroom and provides resources for further
research.
With a variety of interactive learning features and user-friendly pedagogy,Java 5 Illuminatedprovides a comprehensive introduction
to programming using the most current version of the Java language, Java 5. In addition to providing all of the material necessary
for a complete introductory course in Java programming, the book also features flexible coverage of other topics of interest,
including Graphical User Interfaces, data structures, file input and output, and applets. Object-Oriented Programming concepts are
developed progressively and reinforced through numerous Programming Activities, allowing students to fully understand and
implement both basic and sophisticated techniques at a pace which is neither too fast nor too slow. OO concepts are blended
appropriately with fundamental programming techniques, including accumulation, counting, finding maximum and minimum values,
and using flag and toggle variables, and supplemented with coverage of sound software engineering practices. Distinguishing this
text from other introductory Java books is the authors' extensive use of an "active learning" approach to presenting the material
through abundant use of graphics, visualization exercises, animations, numerous full and partial program examples, group
projects, and best practices. These and other pedagogical devices facilitate hands-on, interactive learning, and make the book
equally appropriate for use in "traditional" lecture environments, a computer-equipped classroom, or lab environment. Java 5
Illuminated Errata Sheet
The latest edition of this classic is updated with new problem sets and material The Second Edition of this fundamental textbook
maintains the book's tradition of clear, thought-provoking instruction. Readers are provided once again with an instructive mix of
mathematics, physics, statistics, and information theory. All the essential topics in information theory are covered in detail,
including entropy, data compression, channel capacity, rate distortion, network information theory, and hypothesis testing. The
authors provide readers with a solid understanding of the underlying theory and applications. Problem sets and a telegraphic
summary at the end of each chapter further assist readers. The historical notes that follow each chapter recap the main points.
The Second Edition features: * Chapters reorganized to improve teaching * 200 new problems * New material on source coding,
portfolio theory, and feedback capacity * Updated references Now current and enhanced, the Second Edition of Elements of
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Information Theory remains the ideal textbook for upper-level undergraduate and graduate courses in electrical engineering,
statistics, and telecommunications.
Computer Science IlluminatedJones & Bartlett Learning
The Maple Summer Workshop and Symposium, MSWS '94, reflects the growing commu nity of Maple users around the world.
This volume contains the contributed papers. A careful inspection of author affiliations will reveal that they come from North
America, Europe, and Australia. In fact, fifteen come from the United States, two from Canada, one from Australia, and nine come
from Europe. Of European papers, two are from Ger many, two are from the Netherlands, two are from Spain, and one each is
from Switzerland, Denmark, and the United Kingdom. More important than the geographical diversity is the intellectual range of the
contributions. We begin to see in this collection of works papers in which Maple is used in an increasingly flexible way. For
example, there is an application in computer science that uses Maple as a tool to create a new utility. There is an application in
abstract algebra where Maple has been used to create new functionalities for computing in a rational function field. There are
applications to geometrical optics, digital signal processing, and experimental design.
A mind-bending excursion to the limits of science andmathematics Are some scientific problems insoluble? In Beyond
Reason,internationally acclaimed math and science author A. K. Dewdneyanswers this question by examining eight
insurmountablemathematical and scientific roadblocks that have stumped thinkersacross the centuries, from ancient mathematical
conundrums such as"squaring the circle," first attempted by the Pythagoreans, toG?del's vexing theorem, from perpetual motion to
the upredictablebehavior of chaotic systems such as the weather. A. K. Dewdney, PhD (Ontario, Canada), was the author of
ScientificAmerican's "Computer Recreations" column for eight years. He haswritten several critically acclaimed popular math and
sciencebooks, including A Mathematical Mystery Tour (0-471-40734-8); Yes,We Have No Neutrons (0-471-29586-8); and 200% of
Nothing(0-471-14574-2).
This text is the product of several years' effort to fill an educational gap, namely, to teach computer scientists the fundamental physics of how
a computer works. The book starts with many of the topics of a standard introductory physics course, but with the topics selected and
presented in a way to be of use in the second half, which develops the physics of electronic devices. In particular, these chapters cover the
fundamentals of quantum mechanics, multi-electron systems, crystal structure, semiconductor devices, and logic circuits. The mathematical
complexities are alleviated by intuitive physical arguments. Students are encouraged to use their own programming skills to solve problems.
An instructor's manual is available from the authors.
And policy options -- Testing in transition -- Educational testing policy: The changing federal role -- Lessons from the past: A history of
educational testing in the United States -- How other countries test -- Standardized tests in schools: A primer -- Performance assessment:
Methods and characteristics -- Information technologies and testing: Past, present, future -- List of acronyms -- Contractor reports.
JavaServer Pages Illuminated is a comprehensive, student-friendly introduction to the fundamentals of JavaServer Page technology.
Students are able to create and maintain high-powered Web Sites using JSP with ease. Written for upper-division courses in programming
and web development, JavaServer Pages Illuminated is the ideal text for those interested in developing dynamic Web pages using OpenPage 4/5
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Source technology.
Written as instruction for pair programming newbies, with practical improvement tips for those experienced with the concept, this guide
explores the operational aspects and unique fundamentals of pair programming; information such as furniture set-up, pair rotation, and
weeding out bad pairs.
Classification of articles; Encyclopedia; Appendices.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Editors Amy Neustein and Judith A. Markowitz have recruited a talented group of contributors to introduce the next generation of natural
language technologies to resolve some of the most vexing natural-language problems that compromise the performance of speech systems
today. This fourteen-chapter anthology consists of contributions from industry scientists and from academicians working at major universities
in North America and Europe. They include researchers who have played a central role in DARPA-funded programs and developers who
craft real-world solutions for corporations. This anthology is aimed at speech engineers, system developers, computer scientists, AI
researchers, and others interested in utilizing natural-language technology in both spoken and text-based applications.
This book deals with the analysis of categorical data. Statistical models, especially log-linear models for contingency tables and logistic
regression, are described and applied to real life data. Special emphasis is given to the use of graphical methods. The book is intended as a
text for both undergraduate and graduate courses for statisticians, applied statisticians, social scientists, economists and epidemiologists.
Many examples and exercises with solutions should help the reader to understand the material.
A spinoff volume derived entirely from the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology (6th edition, 1987) with articles arranged by
chapter within section-not alphabetically. This book is one of the titles in our new Science Reference Series, a series designed to serve the
educational & professional needs of individuals who do not have access to the parent 20-volume set. A comprehensive, topical treatment of
computer science & data processing-includes artificial intelligence, LANs & WANs, operating systems, programming languages, electronic
mail, & supercomputers. The topics are covered in approximately 60 "articles."
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